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Solution Step 1: Highlight the important information in this problem. I know it always helps too, if you have
key words that help you to write the equation or inequality. The number of weeks that Keith can withdraw
money from his account is 12 weeks or less. How many books can he afford without spending more than his
gift voucher amount? Graph the solution set of the inequality and interpret it in the context of the problem. Are
you ready to dive into the "real world" of inequalities? What is the maximum number of ice-times that
Chantelle can go to. Are you ready to try some on your own now? Note: You will find guidance on using
inequalities to represent real-world problems here towards the foot of the page. How many miles can Katie
travel without exceeding her budget? If you are not confident in your abilities to solve two-step equations with
word problems, you can go to one-step equations â€” word problems and practice some more before
continuing with this lesson. I'd love to hear about them if you do! The thing we do not know is the number of
hours Janice rented the bike for and we have been asked to find that out. Take a look at the questions that other
students have submitted:. What is the maximum number of miles they will be able to travel in the cab? First
thing we have to do in this assignment is to find the variable and see what its connection is with the other
values. Identify your variables. Chantelle has signed up for hockey. Think about others ways you might use
inequalities in real world problems. Step 5: Justify prove your answer mathematically. Before we look at the
examples let's go over some of the rules and key words for solving word problems in Algebra or any math
class. Once the inequality is written, you can solve the inequality using the skills you learned in our past
lessons. Here are a few key words that we associate with inequalities! For how many hours did she rent the
bike? The question verifies that you don't know the number of miles Katie can travel. Write the equation or
inequality. Its length is 6 cm. Up to how many nights can she afford in the hotel? I know that solving word
problems in Algebra is probably not your favorite, but there's no point in learning the skill if you don't apply
it. What is its width? We will do that by dividing the whole equation by 4. The question verifies that you don't
know how many weeks. I'm going to prove that the largest number of weeks is 12 by substituting 12 into the
inequality for w.


